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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To record only a necessary

image from among the image photographed by means of

a shutter-opportunity mode in a recording medium by

displaying plural images which are photographed

before/after the indication of storage start and storing the

selected image from them.

SOLUTION: In a shutter-opportunity mode,

photographing is started before the indication of image

recording start and continued after the indication of

recording start, so as to store a prescribed number of

images in RAM 17. Then, after photographing, all the

images stored in RAM 17 are successively displayed in

LCD 19 and the not executed the operation of a image

selecting switch during display is selected as the image

to be recorded. The selected image is recorded in one of a memory card 21 mounted on a

camera or the recording medium of an external equipment such as a personal computer, etc.,

which is connected with an interface 22.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] In the electronic "still" camera which has the moment-for-a-good-picture mode in which two

or more images which started photography in advance of directions of the storage initiation given by the

user, continued photography until after said directions were given, and were photoed before and after

said directions are memorized The 1st control means which stores in the 1st storage two or more images

photoed before and after said directions, A display means to display said two or more images

memorized by said 1st storage. The electronic "still" camera characterized by having a selection means

to choose an image fi-om two or more images displayed on said display means according to directions of

the selection given by the user, and the 2nd control means which stores in the 2nd storage the image

chosen by said selection means.

[Claim 2] It is the electronic "still" camera according to claim 1 which said 1st storage is built in the

body of a camera, and is characterized by being prepared in the external instrument which is removable

on die body of a camera as for said 2nd storage, or is connected to the body of a camera.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the electronic "still" camera equipped with the function

to prevent missing a moment for a good picture, in more detail about an electronic "still" camera.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In order to prevent missing a moment for a good picture, the electronic

"still" camera equipped with the mode (henceforth moment-for-a-good-picture mode) which records two

or more images before and after release actuation is proposed. The camera which has this mode is

equipped with the internal memory for memorizing an image temporarily, and is performing the

following actuation conventionally.

[0003] If set as moment-for-a-good-picture mode, a camera will start the storage to the internal memory
of photography and the photoed image irrespective of the existence of release actuation of a camera

user. After memorizing a number of images defined beforehand after storage initiation, renewal of

sequential of the oldest image is carried out by the newest image. It continues until it photos the image

of a predetermined number after release actuation is made in this photography and storage, and a camera

reads the image of an internal memory after that, and records it on record media, such as a memory card.

[0004] Thus, if the image photoed over release actuation order is recorded, the image of the timing of

abbreviation optimum will be contained in the image photoed after release actuation in it when too early

in the image photoed before release actuation when release actuation of a user was late for a moment for

a good picture, and the danger of missing a moment for a good picture will fall greatly.

[0005]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, since he is trying for the conventional camera to

record all the images memorized to the internal memory in moment-for-a-good-picture mode on record

media, such as a memory card, not only a required image but an unnecessary image will be recorded on

a record medium. For this reason, the storage capacity of a record medium was used vainly and the

number of scenes which can be recorded had decreased. Although it is possible to photo many scenes if

the record medium of big storage capacity is used, it is not avoiding waste of storage capacity

intrinsically.

[0006] Since the record medium used with an electronic "still" camera is rewritable, when finishing

using the total storage capacity of a record medium, it is also one law of waste evasion to reproduce all

the recorded images, to judge the necessity of each image, and to eliminate an unnecessary image.

However, by the approach, when finishing using the total storage capacity of a record medium again

after elimination, the necessity of all images including the image which it left, without eliminating last

time will need to be judged, it will judge repeatedly about the same image, and user-fi-iendliness

worsens.

[0007] This invention aims at offering the electronic "still" camera which records only a required image

on a record medium among the images photoed in moment-for-a-good-picture mode.



[0008]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the above-mentioned object, photography is

continued, until after starting photography in advance of directions of the storage initiation given by the

user in this invention and giving said directions. In the electronic "still" camera which has the moment-

for-a-good-picture mode in which two or more images photoed before and after said directions are

memorized The 1st control means which stores in the 1st storage two or more images photoed before

and after said directions, A selection means to choose an image from two or more images displayed on

the display means as a display means to display two or more images memorized by the 1st storage,

according to directions of the selection given by the user. It has the 2nd control means which stores in

the 2nd storage the image chosen by the selection means.

[0009] Two or more images photoed before and after directions of storage initiation are once memorized

by the 1st storage. These images are displayed on a display means, and a user can see the displayed

image, can judge the necessity, and can choose a required image. A selection means chooses an image

according to directions of selection of a user, and the selected image is memorized by the 2nd storage. A
user can choose the image of the number of arbitration among the images memorized by the 1st storage.

[0010] It is good to prepare in the external instnmient which contains the 1st storage in the body of a

camera, and makes the 2nd storage removable at the body of a camera, or is connected to the body of a

camera. As memory, the 1st storage built in the body of a camera is used, whenever photography with

moment-for-a-good-picture mode is performed. It is used for saving the image which judged that a user

is required for the 2nd removable photography medium prepared in********** again, and was chosen

on the other hand.

[0011]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, 1 operation gestalt of the electronic "still" camera which

applied this invention is explained with reference to a drawing. The appearance which looked at the

electronic "still" camera 1 (only henceforth a camera) of this operation gestalt from the back slanting

upper part to drawing 1 is shown. A camera 1 equips the front face of the body with release ** 42 and

the mode-of-operation configuration switch 43 on a taking lens 1 1, the color liquid crystal display

(LCD) 19 large-sized at a tooth back, a main switch (SM) 41, photography/playback change-over switch

44, the record-medium assignment switch 45, the compressibility change-over switch 46 and the image

selecting switch 47, and the top face, and equips the side face with the card slot 3 1

.

[0012] Moreover, although it has not appeared in drawing, the communication link aperture for

performing data transfer with other cameras is prepared in the front face of the body by the aperture for

a photometry for measuring the brightness of the aperture for ranging for measuring the distance to a

photographic subject, and a photographic subject, and infrared light, and the connector for connecting

with external instruments, such as a personal computer, is prepared in the side face.

[0013] A camera 1 makes the light-receiving side of a charge-coupled device (CCD) carry out image

formation of the light from a photographic subject with a taking lens 11, and takes a photograph

electronically by CCD. When photography/playback change-over switch 44 is set as the camera station

in which "REC" was described, photography by CCD is possible and the photoed image is displayed on

LCD 19.

[0014] A camera 1 records the photoed image on a record medium. Although the removable memory
card inserted in the interior of a camera from a card slot 3 1 is usually used as a record medium, the

record mediimi of the external instrument connected with a camera 1 by the cable or wireless can also be

used. The record-medium assignment switch 45 performs assignment of a record medium. Compression

processing by the JPEG method is performed to the image to record. Here, it enables it to choose two

steps of compressibility, and the compressibility change-over switch 46 performs the selection.

[0015] When photography/playback change-over switch 44 is set as the playback location in which

"PLAY" was described, a photograph is not taken, but the image currently recorded on the memory card

is read, and it displays on LCD 19. A sequential change of the image which carries out a repeat display is

made by operating release ** 42.

[0016] It is the 1st stroke (half-push), and release ** 42 generates the SION signal which directs



initiation of photography, ranging, and a photometry, it is the 2nd stroke (all push) and generates the

S20N signal which directs the recording start of the photoed image. At the time of playback, an S20N
signal turns into a signal which directs modification of a display image.

[0017] The camera 1 is equipped with three recording modes, the single copy mode which records the

image of one coma by one S20N signal, the continuous shooting mode which records the image of two

or more coma continuously while the S20N signal has occurred, and the moment-for-a-good-picture

mode for preventing missing a moment for a good picture. These modes are set up by the mode-of-

operation configuration switch 43. Moment-for-a-good-picture mode is explained in full detail behind.

[0018] Moreover, the camera 1 is equipped with three photography modes in the person mode suitable

for the usual photography of the macro mode suitable for photoing the photographic subject of a short

distance, person photography, etc., and the sport mode suitable for photoing the early photographic

subject of a motion. Although these modes are also set up by the mode-of-operation configuration

switch 43, three recording modes and three photography modes can be combined with arbitration.

[0019] The outline configuration of a camera 1 is shown in drawing 2 . The camera 1 is equipped with

the CCD actuation circuit 25 which drives red (R), green (G), the amplifier 14 that amplifies the output

signal ofCCD 13 and CCD which output the analog signal of three blue (B) colors, A/D converter 15

which changes the amplified analog signal into a digital signal, and CCD 13 in response to the light after

a taking lens 1 1, the drawing 12 which regulates the flux of light after taking-lens transparency, and

drawing passage for image photography. The CCD actuation circuit 25 orders each pixel of CCD 13

initiation of photo electric translation, and the output of stored charge.

[0020] The camera 1 is equipped with two microcomputers 16 and 28 for motion control. The 1st

microcomputer 1 6 generates the picture signal which processes interpolation ofgamma conversion,

white balance conversion, R and G, and B3 color, conversion to brightness and a color-difference signal,

etc. to the signal given from A/D converter 15, and can be displayed on it while it performs processing

at large [ about a picture signal ] and controls photography by CCD 13 through the CCD actuation circuit

25.

[0021] RAM 17, the LCD driver 18, the card driver 20, an interface 22, and the infrared communications

department (IrDA) 24 are connected to the microcomputer 16. RAM 17 is an image memory used in

moment-for-a-good-picture mode, and can memorize two or more images. The LCD driver 18 drives

LCD19 and the card driver 20 performs writing and read-out, the I/O, i.e., the picture signal, to the

memory card 2 1 with which it is equipped.

[0022] The interface 22 is established for connection with the external instrument treating an image, for

example, a personal computer, and a microcomputer 1 6 can perform transmission and reception of the

external instrument and image data which were connected through the connector 23. IrDA24 is formed

for transmission and reception of image data with other electronic cameras. If external instruments, such

as a personal computer, are equipped with IrDA, a microcomputer 1 6 can also send and receive image

data by these and infrared light.

[0023] The 2nd microcomputer 28 performs control at large [ about photography ] except for the

processing about a picture signal. The drawing actuator 26, the lens actuator 27, the ranging section 29,

the photometry section 30, and the switch group 40 of the above-mentioned release ** 42 grade are

connected to the microcomputer 28, and the 1st microcomputer 16 is also connected to it.

[0024] The ranging section 29 detects the distance to a photographic subject, and a microcomputer 28

controls the lens actuator 27 by the phase contrast detection method based on the output signal, and it

performs the focus of a taking lens 1 1 automatically with it. A photographic subject carries out

brightness detection, a microcomputer 28 controls and scolds the drawing actuator 26 based on the

output signal, and sets up 12, and the photometry section 30 performs exposure accommodation

automatically.

[0025] A microcomputer 28 makes photography by CCD 13, the image display to LCD 19, compression

processing of a picture signal, record of the picture signal to a memory card 21, an interface 22 and

transmission of the picture signal from IrDA24, read-out of the picture signal from a memory card 21,

etc. process to predetermined timing to a microcomputer 16 again based on the signal from tiie switch



group 40.

[0026] The flow of actuation of photography of the electronic "still" camera 1 of the above-mentioned

configuration is explained with reference to a flow chart. The flow of the outline of the whole

photography actuation from starting of a camera to a halt is shown in drawing 3 . If a main switch (SM)

41 is operated and supply ofpower is started (step # 2), first, it will reset to an initial state (#4) and the

system check which investigates conditions, such as existence of wearing of a memory card and

connection with an external instrument, will be performed (#6). Subsequently, the established state of

the switch group 40 is detected (#8), and it judges whether the SION signal has occurred by the 1st

stroke of release ** 42 (#10).

[0027] AVhen there is no SION signal, the established state of a main switch 41 is investigated (#12),

and all processings will be ended if off. When maintained at ON, it returns to #6 and the processing after

a system check is repeated.

[0028] # When there is an SION signal by the judgment of 10, judge as which recording mode it is set

based on the setting-out situation of the mode-of-operation configuration switch 43 (#14). When set as

single copy mode or a continuous shooting mode, it progresses to the photography routine in a

single/continuous mode (#100), and when set as moment-for-a-good-picture mode, it progresses to the

photography routine in moment-for-a-good-picture mode (#200).

[0029] The photography routine in a single/continuous mode is shown in drawing 4 . In this mode,

CCD13 is initialized first (step # 102), subsequently, by the photometry section 30, the brightness of a

photographic subject is measured (#104), it extracts according to a photometry result, and 12 is set up

(#106). Furthermore, by the ranging section 29, the distance to a photographic subject is measured

(#108), a taking lens 1 1 is driven based on a ranging result, and a focus is carried out to a photographic

subject (#110).

[0030] And CCD13 is made to start photo electric translation (#1 12), and the stored charge of CCD13 is

made to output after predetermined time progress (#1 14). This output signal is processed with a

microcomputer 16, it considers as the picture signal which can be displayed (#1 16), this is given to the

LCD driver 18, and an image is displayed on LCD 19 (#118). This display image serves as a preview

showing the photographic subject before a recording start.

[0031] Subsequently, it judges whether the S20N signal which directs a recording start by the 2nd

stroke of release ** 42 occurred. When there is no S20N signal, the existence of return and an SION
signal is judged to step #10 of drawing 3 . If release ** 42 is maintained at the half-push condition, there

will be an SION signal, as for close, the above-mentioned actuation is again repeated by this routine in

that case, and photography and a display of an image are continued. Therefore, when release ** 42 is in

a half-push condition, LCD19 functions as a finder.

[0032] # When there is an S20N signal by the judgment of 120, the photo electric translation by CCD 13

and the output of stored charge are performed again (#122, #124), and process the output signal with a

microcomputer 16 (#126). In this processing, while generating the picture signal which can be

displayed, it compresses for record of the generated picture signal. The compressed picture signal is

written in a record medium (#128), the picture signal before compression is outputted to the LCD driver

18, and an image is displayed on LCD19 (#130). This display image serves as an after view showing the

recorded photographic subject.

[0033] # Perform compression of the picture signal of 126 according to the compressibility set up with

the compressibility change-over switch 46. Moreover, although record of the picture signal of#128 is

usually performed to a memory card 21, it can replace with a memory card 21 and can also carry out to

the record medium of the external instrument connected through the interface 22. Selection of on any to

record follows assignment by the record-medium assignment switch 45.

[0034] # Judge again whether there is any S20N signal after recording the image of one coma by

processings from 122 to #130 (#132). If it judges whether it is set as the continuous shooting mode if

there is an S20N signal here (#134) and is set as the continuous shooting mode, it will retum to #122

and photography of the following image, record, and a display will be performed. Therefore, when set as

the continuous shooting mode, while all push [ release ** 42 ], an image will be recorded also with what



coma. If an image is made to record on the record medium of an external instrument, constraint

decreases in the number of photography images in a continuous shooting mode, and continuous shooting

can be performed easily.

[0035] # By the judgment of 132, when there is no S20N signal, and when being set as single copy

mode by the judgment of #134, wait to lose an SION signal (#136). While release ** 42 is maintained at

a half-push condition and there is an SION signal, the display of the image recorded at the end is

continued. Then, a taking lens 1 1 and drawing 12 are reset to an initial state (#138), it returns to step #6

of drawing 3 , and processing after a system check is performed.

[0036] Photography with moment-for-a-good-picture mode is explained. In moment-for-a-good-picture

mode, before the recording start of an image is directed by the S20N signal, photography is started,

until after a recording start is directed, photography is continued, and the image of the predetermined

number over recording start directions order is memorized to RAMI 7. And all the images memorized to

RAM 17 after photography termination are recorded on a record medium. The number of the images to

record, the number, i.e., the record medium, of an image memorized to RAM 17, and the time interval of

the photography are not made into constancy, but are changed according to setting out in photography

mode etc.

[0037] Moreover, in this mode, a picture signal is recordable on either of the record media of external

instruments, such as a personal computer connected to the camera 1 through the interface 22 with the

memory card 21 equipped, and also the self memory card 21 and the memory card of other electronic

cameras can be used together, and it can also record on both. In that case, after performing record to the

selfmemory card 21 first and finishing using the total storage capacity, record to the memory card of

other cameras is performed. A picture signal is transmitted to other cameras by infrared light.

[0038] The photography routine in moment-for-a-good-picture mode is shown in drawing 5 . First,

setting out of the photography conditions in this mode, i.e., the number of the images memorized to

RAM 17 and the time interval of photography, is set up (step # 202). Setting out of photography

conditions is performed based on the classification of a record medium based on photography mode
based on compressibility.

[0039] The routine of the 1st photography conditioning based on compressibility is shown in drawing 6 .

First, setting out of the compressibility change-over switch 46 is investigated, and it judges "fine" any

with low "Normal" where compressibility is high and compressibility are chosen (step # 302).

Compressing an image with high compressibility is lessening the amount of the picture signal after

compression, the number of images recordable on a record medium increases, so that compressibility is

high, and on the other hand, the quality of an image deteriorates. In "Normal", by especially ordinary

image quality and "fine one", it becomes high definition and a user usually chooses "Normal" which can

record many images.

[0040] When "Normal" of high voltage shrinking percentage is chosen, make the number n of the

images before there are directions of a recording start (henceforth the number of before images) into the

predetermined value nl (for example, 5), and let the number m of the images after there are directions of

a recording start (henceforth the number of after images) be the predetermined value ml (for example,

2) (#304). And let the time interval T of photography be the predetermined value Tl (for example, 0.5

seconds) (#306).

[0041] When "fine one" of low voltage shrinking percentage is chosen, a several n before image is made
into the predetermined value n2 (for example, 3) not more than nl , it makes a several m after image the

predetermined value m2 (for example, 1) not more than ml (#308), and it considers as the with a

photography spacing of TTl or more predetermined value T2 (for example, 1 second) (#310).

[0042] Here, the number (n+m) of images is set up for making comparable storage capacity which

record of all images takes fewer than the time of high voltage shrinking percentage at the time of low

voltage shrinking percentage, moreover, the total time length of photography over record directions

order in setting up the photography spacing T for a long time than the time of high voltage shrinking

percentage at the time of low voltage shrinking percentage — the time of high voltage shrinking

percentage and low voltage shrinking percentage - abbreviation ~ it is for making it the same. Thus, if



it sets up, irrespective of compressibility, the image of abbreviation fixed time amoimt can be recorded

and it will be prevented that possibility of missing a moment for a good picture by selection of

compressibility arises.

[0043] The routine of the 2nd photography conditioning based on photography mode is shown in

drawing 7 . First, the setting-out situation of the mode-of-operation configuration switch 43 is

investigated, and it judges which is chosen among three photography modes (step # 402).

[0044] When the macro mode suitable for photography of the photographic subject of a short distance is

chosen, a several n before image is set as the predetermined value n3 (for example, 3), it sets a several m
after image as the predetermined value m3 (for example, 1) (#404), and the time interval T of

photography is set as predetermined value T3 (for example, 1 second) (#406).

[0045] When the person mode of being suitable for the usual photography of person photography etc. is

chosen, a several n before image is set as the predetermined value n4 (for example, 5) beyond n3, it sets

a several m after image as the predetermined value m4 (for example, 2) beyond m3 (#408), and the

photography spacing T is set as predetermined value T four below T3 (for example, 0.5 seconds) (#410).

[0046] When the sport mode of being suitable for photography of the early photographic subject of a

motion is chosen, a several n before image is set as the predetermined value n5 (for example, 7) beyond

n4, it sets a several m after image as the predetermined value m5 (for example, 3) beyond m4 (#412),

and the photography spacing T is set as the predetermined value T5 (for example, 0.3 seconds) below T
four (#414).

[0047] In the above-mentioned setting out, the number (n+m) of images which shortens photography

spacing T and memorizes it in the order in a macro mode, person mode, and sport mode is made

[ many ] for a motion of a photographic subject being because it being assumed that it becomes large at

tiiis order, and catching a moment for a good picture certainly. Moreover, it is also for avoiding that will

memorize many images by the time it is unnecessary, and next processing becomes complicated. In

addition, even if it is in which photography mode, the big difference to the total time length of

photography is not produced.

[0048] The routine of the 3rd photography conditioning based on the classification of a record medium
is shown in drawing 8 . First, the setting-out situation of the record-medium assignment switch 45 is

investigated, and it judges any shall be chosen between record to the selfmemory card 21, record to a

selfmemory card and the memory card of other cameras, and record to the record medium of an external

instrument (step # 502).

[0049] When record to a memory card 21 is chosen, a several n before image is set as the predetermined

value n6 (for example, 5), it sets a several m after image as the predetermined value m6 (for example, 2)

(#504), and the time interval T of photography is set as the predetermined value T6 (for example, 0,5

seconds) (#506).

[0050] When record to a memory card 21 and the memory card of other cameras is chosen, a several n

before image is set as the predetermined value n7 (for example, 7) beyond n6, it sets a several m after

image as the predetermined value m7 (for example, 3) beyond m6 (#508), and, similarly the

photography spacing T is set as T6 (#510). If the memory card of other cameras is also used, since

storage capacity will increase, the number (n+m) of images can be made [ many ] in this way.

[0051] When record to the record medium of external instruments, such as a personal computer, is

chosen, a several n before image is set as the predetermined value n8 (for example, 9) beyond n7, it sets

a several m after image as the predetermined value m8 (for example, 4) beyond m7 (#512), and,

similarly the photography spacing T is set as T6 (#514). Here, the number (n+m) of images is made

[ more / still ] because extemal instruments, such as a personal computer, are equipped with the mass

record medium and can record many images more.

[0052] As for the photography spacing T, it is desirable for it not to be necessary to change according to

a record medium, and to make it regularity like the above-mentioned setting out. With this camera 1, in

order to once memorize the image photoed in moment-for-a-good-picture mode to RAM 17, to read an

image from RAM 17 behind and to perform record for preservation, it is possible to make photography



spacing regularity. If it is made to record promptly for every photoed image, the time interval of

photography will receive constraint and it becomes impossible to make photography spacing regularity

by the time amount which transmission takes, and air time when transmission speed is slow especially.

[0053] In addition, although the example which performs setting out of photography conditions

independently based on the classification of compressibility, photography mode, or a record mediimi

was shown in order to simplify explanation here, photography conditions can also be set up combining

these [ all ]. For example, it is possible to make [ many ] the image to record, when an external

instrument is connected, allowances are in storage capacity and photography by the case where low

voltage shrinking percentage is chosen, or the macro mode is chosen, and even when the high voltage

shrinking percentage used as ordinary image quality is chosen, the number of images and photography

spacing to record can be set up according to photography mode.

[0054] Moreover, although the number (m+n) of the images recorded in consideration of the total

storage capacity of a record medium was set up in setting out of the photography conditions according to

the classification of the above-mentioned record medium, you may make it set up the number of images

recorded based on usable residual storage capacity. Directions of a user's recording start usually tend to

be late for the optimal timing, and since it is rare, that it is too early may fix a several m after image to

constant value fiirther again, when photography mode is except sport mode.

[0055] Explanation of the flow of photography with retum and moment-for-a-good-picture mode is

continued to drawing 5 . Step # After setting up photography conditions by 202, CCD 13 is initialized

(#204), by the photometry section 30, the brightness of a photographic subject is measured (#206), it

extracts according to a photometry result, and 12 is set up (#208). Moreover, by the ranging section 29,

the distance to a photographic subject is measured (#210), a taking lens 1 1 is driven based on a ranging

result, and a focus is carried out to a photographic subject (#212).

[0056] And CCD 13 is made to start photo electric translation (#214), and the stored charge ofCCD 13 is

made to output after predetermined time progress (#216). Subsequently, with a microcomputer 16, the

picture signal which can be displayed is generated and infanticide processing which is the preceding

paragraph of compression processing is performed to the generated picture signal (#218). Infanticide is

performed so that XGA (1024x768 pixels) may be made into half size (512x384 pixels).

[0057] It displays on LCD 19 by considering an image as a preview after picture signal processing

(#220), and the picture signal operated on a curtailed schedule is memorized to RAMI? (#222). The

amount of a picture signal is decreasing by infanticide and many images can be memorized to RAM 17.

[0058] Next, a timer is set to the time interval T of the photography defined by conditioning, and is

started (#224), and it waits for count-up (#226). It judges whether the image of a several n before image

was photoed and memorized after timer count-up (#228). If the memorized number of images has not

reached a several n before image, it retums to #214, and photography and storage of an image are

repeated. If the memorized number of images has reached the several n before image, it will judge

whether the S20N signal was emitted (#230).

[0059] If there is no S20N signal, it will retum to #214 and photography and storage will be repeated.

At this time, the image of a several n before image is already memorized to RAM 17, and the oldest

image is eliminated on the occasion of storage of the new image of #222 after this. Thereby, the image

of the several n image before RAM 17 can always be made into the newest thing until an S20N signal is

emitted.

[0060] An image is displayed, while photoing the following image (#232, #234), performing generation

and infanticide processing of a picture signal (#236) and memorizing the picture signal after thinning out

to RAM 17 (#238), if the S20N signal is emitted (#240). This display image serves as an after view

showing the photographic subject photoed most newly.

[0061] Subsequently, again, a timer is set to the time interval T of photography, and is started (#242),

and it waits for count-up (#244). Itjudges whether the image of a several m after image was photoed and

memorized after timer count-up (#246). If the number of images memorized after the S20N signal has

not reached a several m after image, it retums to #232 and photography and storage of an image are

repeated.



[0062] If the number of images memorized after the S20N signal has reached the several m after image,

the display screen ofLCD 19 is divided, and it will indicate by list, using all images [ having memorized

to RAMI 7 (n+m) ] as an after view (#248). Moreover, the picture signal of each image is compressed

into the compressibility encoded and chosen, and it records on the record medium which is having the

signal after compression chosen (#250).

[0063] It waits to lose an SION signal after image recording (#252), and a taking lens 1 1 and drawing

12 are reset to an initial state (#254). While release ** 42 is maintained at a half-push condition and

there is an SION signal, the display of all the images recorded in moment-for-a-good-picture mode is

continued. Then, it retums to step #6 of drawing 3 , and processing after a system check is performed.

[0064] In photography with the above-mentioned moment-for-a-good-picture mode, since the number of

images to record is changed according to the classification of compressibility, photography mode, or a

record medium, storage capacity can be used effectively. Moreover, since he is trying to record the

image photoed between abbreviation fixed time amount even when the time interval of photography is

changed by the difference in compressibility or photography mode, when the number of images changes,

there is also no possibility that possibility of missing a moment for a good picture may arise.

[0065] All the images memorized to RAM 17 are replaced with recording on a record medium, and you

may make it record only the image which the user chose on a record medium. Although the well alike

image will be photoed in moment-for-a-good-picture mode, it is optimum, or the images photoed to near

timing the optimal are one and about at most two, and if even that image is recorded, the object of

photography with this mode will be attained enough. And it becomes possible for allowances to arise in

storage capacity and to record more images of other scenes by not recording an unnecessary image.

[0066] The flow of the processing for recording on a record medium only what the user chose among the

images memorized to PLAM17 is shown in drawing 9 . This processing is replaced with the after view

display of drawing 5 of step #248. In this processing, all the images memorized to RAM 17 are displayed

on LCD 19 one by one, and that by which the image selecting switch 47 was operated during the display

is chosen as an image to record so that a user can judge whether it records or not.

[0067] First, the timer for defining the display time of an image is set and started (step # 602), the image

from RAM 17 is read, and it displays on LCD 19 (#604). Read-out of this image is performed from an old

thing in order of photography. Subsequently, when not judging and (#606) operating whether the image

selecting switch 47 was operated, a judgment is repeated until a timer counts up (#608). When the image

selecting switch 47 is operated, it memorizes recording an image on display (#610).

[0068] Then, when it judges that it was finished whether displaying all images [
having memorized to

RAM 17 (n+m) ] (#612) and there is a non-displayed image, it returns to #602 and processing is

repeated. In this way, all images are displayed and the image which should be recorded is chosen. A user

can choose the image of the number of arbitration and it can also free not recording the photoed image at

all, either and recording all images. In step #250 of drawing 5 , the selected compression and record of

an image are performed after this processing.

[0069] As explained above, it is possible, as for an electronic "still" camera 1, to use a record medium
efficiently by catching a moment for a good picture certainly, since spacing of the record number of

sheets of the image in moment-for-a-good-picture mode or exposure time is adjustable. The utilization

effectiveness of a record medium improves much more by the fiinction which records only the image

which the user chose.

[0070]

[Effect of the Invention] When based on the electronic "still" camera of claim 1, a user is able to store in

the 2nd storage only what was judged to be required among two or more images photoed in moment-for-

a-good-picture mode, and using the 2nd storage vainly with an unnecessary image is avoided. Therefore,

the image of many scenes is memorizable to the 2nd storage. And photography actuation with moment-
for-a-good-picture mode does not become complicated that what is necessary is to make ajudgment of

the necessity of the photoed image only once.

[0071] The 2nd storage is removable, or in the electronic "still" camera of claim 2, since it is prepared in

the external instrument, the image judged that a user is required is transported to other devices, it can



save there, or can reproduce or, in addition to this, various processings can be performed.

[Translation done.]
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